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From the President
My, how the world has changed in a few
short months! In late February when I
wrote my piece for the March edition
of Traverse, I spoke of the first green
shoots of the property market recovery
in Victoria, and was really looking
forward to my favourite event of the
ISV calendar, the Regional Conference,
scheduled for March 20th. Now as
I sit here it is June, the green shoots
of property market recovery are frozen
amid the COVID-19 pandemic, and our Regional Conference has
been postponed, hopefully to be held later this year in September.
Like many businesses and organisations, ISV has been affected by
and forced to respond rapidly to the COVID-19 pandemic. Executive
Officer, Gary White, and Administration Coordinator, Annie Forster,
have both embraced working from home (WFH) and our Board
meetings have transitioned to online Zoom meetings rather than
the usual face to face event each month. As previously mentioned
our March Regional Conference has been postponed until 18-20th
September, still to be held in beautiful Yarrawonga, and we are
optimistic that it will be able to be held at this time. I thank Gary,
Annie, and the ISV Board for so readily meeting the challenges and
changes that working within the restrictions has required. For ISV,
it has meant a slight adjustment to our priorities, and some of the
initiatives we had on the boil have now gone to the back burner, with
others more critical and immediate taking their place.
With these changes and challenges have also come opportunities for
innovation. One example of how ISV has adapted to the restrictions
is demonstrated by the recent 4 part webinar series organised
jointly with Consulting Surveyors Victoria (CSV) in lieu of our usual
joint May Seminar. I would like to take this opportunity to thank the
organising committee from both CSV and ISV who did a superb job
bringing us some great technical content in a way which was new
to both organisations. I also thank you, our members, who were
ready participants in the webinars – all webinars attracted over 150
registrants – and we have received very positive and constructive
feedback from the attendees which will be used when planning
future events.
Many regional attendees indicated that the online webinar format
was highly beneficial as it reduced the need for travel whilst still
allowing opportunities to learn. As a host, I found the lack of personal

The Board and members of
The Institution of Surveyors
Victoria acknowledge and thank
our sustaining members for 2020

interaction difficult and certainly missed the social interaction that a
face-to-face seminar brings. When we move to a new normal post
restrictions, I envisage that ISV will provide a mix of online webinars
and face-to-face events to cover both learning and professional
development, and the connection and networking we enjoy at
events. Our Continuing Professional Education and Development
Committee will review all feedback in detail, and will work to evolve
delivery of high quality presentations that are of interest to surveyors
in the future.
Our key stakeholders have also embraced solutions to deal with the
challenges of COVID-19. We have been able to maintain the on-going
advocacy work we have been doing with Land Use Victoria and the
Surveyor General Victoria via virtual platforms. Our advocacy work
has also continued with the Surveyors Registration Board of Victoria
(SRBV), particularly regarding FPET. ISV are sympathetic to the needs
of Licensed Surveyors who must comply with the FPET requirements
in 2020. FPET compliance is obviously challenging at this time when
restrictions prevent ISV and other organisations from running the
usual face-to-face seminars and conferences. Not only are Licensed
Surveyors missing out on the opportunity to obtain FPET points, it also
means we do not have the usual avenues available to network and
connect, which is a key element of what ISV events offer.
To advocate for our Licensed Surveyor members we have provided
ISV views to SRBV regarding 2020 FPET considerations and the
current challenges surveyors are facing. Although we anticipate SRBV’s
FPET requirements will remain unchanged in 2020, the COVID-19
pandemic is unprecedented, and therefore we have provided this
advice to the SRBV:
“It is a shared view by ISV that focusing on excellence in the surveying
profession is critical. During the COVID-19 situation, however, there
will be individuals and businesses who will be suffering financial
and emotional hardship, and as a result, there may be Licensed
Surveyors who are not able to obtain the required 15 FPET points
for the calendar year. We would suggest that the SRBV be open
to understanding the extenuating circumstances of individuals who
may not be able to obtain the required points this year, and on a
case-by-case basis assess the situation, with the possibility of gaining
the required points over a 2 year period. ISV’s Member Assistance
Program is designed to assist our members with these issues in this
challenging time.”
Unfortunately, it is impossible for us to hold our annual July Expo
and Annual Gala Dinner this year, and we are currently working to
bring you another webinar series to ensure that you can continue
your learning and development (and FPET compliance) at this time.
We are also in discussions with kindred professional bodies to see if
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a joint event can be arranged towards the end of the year and will
bring you more details of this when it comes to hand. Your ISV Board
recognises that now, more than ever, collaboration with others is vital
to success.
Another opportunity for innovation embraced by ISV at this time is
how we communicate with you. We have delivered our first video
message, and have the capability to make this a regular feature of
our Member News emails. We are also planning to deliver Traverse in
a fully-digital online format, and will share streamlined online content
via regular Member News emails. As always we look forward to your
feedback, which is essential to ensure we are delivering to you the
services that you value.
We launched our Member Assistance Program (MAP) via a special
Member News email on 5th May. MAP is designed to be an umbrella
of support for our members in times of need. MAP will encompass 3
key member support mechanisms including:
•
•
•

support in times of financial hardship
locum/volunteer coordination and support in times of personal
illness/need
mental health and wellness support – we have a qualified
mental health first aider available who can support our members
confidentially

MAP is a free, confidential, member benefit service. This idea was
initiated following several Board discussions spanning the various
topics of delivering our members direct benefits and how we could
develop a program of support similar to a benevolent fund. The Board
agreed it was essential to deliver a program which included support
which is of a nonfinancial nature incorporating support during illness
and opportunities to focus on mental health and wellbeing. I am
invigorated by this because right now, with all that is going on in the
world, MAP is timely, needed and has value. I hope you think so too,

and I strongly encourage you to use this service if you feel that it
could benefit you.
Unfortunately, the surveying profession is not immune to the
effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, which is having a profound
effect on the economy, the way we work and the mental health and
wellbeing of our society. Now more than ever, organisations such as
ISV are essential for the mutual support, and comradery that they
offer. Back in March, on International Women’s Day I presented at the
joint ISV/SSSI Breakfast Seminar on the ‘Future of Work”. (Feels like
a year ago, not only 3 months!) In my research for that presentation
I came across a statistic (which pre-dates the COVID-19 pandemic)
that shows “37% of Australians feel lonely at work” (Source:
Workplace Loneliness Report, A future that Works – afuturethatworks.
org.au/reports).
My own personal WFH journey began in late March, and whilst it
hasn’t been without its challenges, I feel very fortunate that I am
surrounded by my extremely supportive family. I am cognisant that
everyone’s circumstances are different, and I find myself wondering
how many Australian surveyors are feeling lonely at this time. I am
cheered by the initiative that Gary and Annie have undertaken, which
is to contact members by phone to touch base for a general chat and
catch up. But please don’t wait for the call - if you would like to reach
out to ISV please do so, by phone or email!
Whilst Zoom chats and webinars are terrific at this time when we
can’t be together, and will no doubt be a part of the future, they are
no match for the networking and fellowship we enjoy as colleagues
and friends at our face to face events and seminars. And I, for one,
am very much looking forward to attending them again!
I hope you all keep well and stay safe and I look forward to seeing
you in person again soon.
Kellie Dean L.S. MISV
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The Prandtl-m is a conceptual fixed-wing drone for Mars mapping that will be tested this year from a balloon drop over Earth at an altitude of 35,000m to
simulate·Mars’ thin atmosphere, 1/100th as dense as Earth’s.

Surveying on Mars
The subject of Mars exploration and colonization is suddenly red hot. What role
might there be for surveyors in this, the grandest of human endeavors?
Original publication: xyHt.com

All forms of human endeavor that shape our built environment and
infrastructure and harvest/manage natural resources are touched by
the hand of surveyors. In addition, historically, surveyors were also
explorers, mappers of new lands, and chroniclers of their discoveries.
As aspirations to further explore and perhaps even colonize Mars
look more realistic, the role for surveyors in this, the grandest and
most ambitious human adventure, could be an exciting mix of both
surveying’s past and its future.

Even current portrayals of science fiction, like the SyFy Channel’s
series The Expanse, assume the viewer not only understands basic
concepts of space physics, gravity, geology, and orbital mechanics, but
also accepts that further exploration of the solar system is valuable
– perhaps even an inevitability. While the dreamers and innovators
had been working towards Mars all along, it was not until the public
“caught up” in understanding the foundation science and technology
that Mars again became a tantalizing goal.

For centuries since the invention of telescopes, visible features of
the planets and moons have inspired humankind to imagine the
possibility of great metropolises, canals, seas, and civilizations. Both
entertainment media and high science were filled with imaginings
of these wild possibilitiesuntil the Mariner spacecraft fly-bys of the
1960s.

Visionaries such as entrepreneur Elon Musk have sunk a tremendous
amount of resources into developing what they feel are the essential
technologies needed to attempt Mars colonization (and beyond),
such as his re-useable, ve11ically landing SpaceX rockets. Musk
sees the stakes as being high and famously made the following
ominous warning:

These early images burst the bubble of popular Mars musings; it was
revealed to be a barren, likely lifeless, and very inhospitable place.
While humankind kept interest in space exploration at the fore during
the race to the moon and then, to a lesser extent, during Earthorbit science and deep-space probes, interest and suppo11 of Mars
exploration sharply declined.

“There’s a fundamental difference, if you look into
the future, between a humanity that is a space-faring
civilization, that’s out there exploring the stars ...
compared with one where we are forever confined to
Earth until some eventual extinction event.“

Red Hot
But now, this eternally cold, red planet is suddenly quite hot-as a
topic. The notion of human exploration and even colonization is
a running theme in popular culture, with realistic portrayals of the
science, physics, and logistical challenges of Mars exploration. The
popular book and film The Martian is steeped in fundamental
science. The currently airing National Geographic Channel’s Mars
mini-series depicts a year 2033 international effort at colonization,
with interviews of
present-day scientists, astronauts, and visionaries inserted to highlight
relevant storyline elements.

Or, as Randall Munroe, the author of XKCD comics (popular with
techies) put it,
“The universe is probably littered with the one-planet
graves of cultures which made the sensible economic
decision that there is no good reason to go into space.“
There are many other valid reasons to explore Mars, as xyHt’s Jeff
Salmon summarized in “Mars Needs Surveyors” in our Pangaea
newsletter.
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Alien Physicality
How would surveying on Mars differ from on Earth? And what
might be the role of surveyors? Our readers have been asking us to
explore these very questions. But rather than focus on the “why” of
such exploration, we focus on the “how” of Martian surveying. We
discovered that, in addition to the challenges of working in such an
inhospitable environment where the summer midday temperature
at the equator might barely top 0°C, there are broader fundamental
physical attributes of Mars that would require near-reinvention of
surveying technologies and methods.
Before we explore what future day-to-day Mars surveying might be
like, we thought it important to consider foundational science related
to Mars. Decades of exploration by satellite and rovers have provided
a big-picture view of Mars, its geography (“areography” when
referring to Mars), geology, physical geodesy, and environmentbut not in enough detail to answer the most pressing questions.
Surveyors (in the broader historical context, as explorers) are sure to
be involved, but likely with a whole new set of tools and methods.
So (to paraphrase David Bowie), take your protein pills and put your
helmets on. But you might want to leave your compass, wooden
tripods, and more at home.

Errant Compass
Few surveyors still rely on a compass, but the science of magnetism
profoundly influences other elements of surveying, geodesy, and
signal propagation.
“When we think of surveying, we think about where things
are, but [at least in the early phases} in Mars exploration,
we are thinking about where people are and how they
get back [to base],”said space science researcher Dr. Erika
Harnett. “We think of GPS as a kind of necessity.”
It is a given that planning for Mars would include some form of
global navigation system; think of an “MNSS” (Mars Navigation
Satellite System) that provides the same kind of signal-based
ranging capabilities as GPS/GNSS, as either dedicated satellites or
as components of multi-purpose satellites. The MNSS would be free
of hazards like vegetation-obscured sky view and most tropospheric
effects but would face other hazards. As Harnett explains, the source
of these hazards stems from the same physical phenomenon that
would prevent you from being able to use a compass as a backup.

Dr Erika Harnett in the lab at the university of Washington: in the vacuum
chambers, prototype rocket engines are being tested using fuel sources
that would likely be found on Mars, such as the native regolith.

Harnett has dreamed of traveling and helping put people in the far
reaches of space since she was a youngster watching episodes of
Star Trek. Now a research associate professor at the University of
Washington, Harnett has been studying the “other” environmental
elements of Mars, like magnetic anomalies, solar winds, and radiationthose that would also fundamentally “re-write” how surveying and
mapping would be executed on Mars.
“Mars has no global general magnetic field. But it does
have pockets of magnetic rock, magnetic anomalies, “
Harnett said. “These are mainly in, but not limited to,
the southern hemisphere but are very strong, nearly as
strong as the Earths magnetic field but very localized. “
Harnett explained that these anomalies may have played a major role
in forming the other environmental elements of Mars.
“The fact that Mars does not have a global magnetic
field, and probably has not had one for a long time, is
the reason many scientists think a lot of the water has
disappeared. The magnetic field acts as a protective
bubble from solar winds. Particles streaming from the
sun will react with an atmosphere if there is no protective
magnetic field; it will strip off the hydrogen.”
Harnett describes the atmosphere of Mars as lumpy, with protective
magnetic “bubbles” around the anomalies and thin atmosphereexposed areas elsewhere. The sharp contrast in atmospheric
conditions between the localized protected areas and those that
are not would have effects on radio propagation: a challenge for
solutions like GNSS that need to model signals delays.
Just how much the anomalies will affect radio propagation is still
being studied, and until landers and rovers test near such anomalies
it may not be known if GNSS will be viable for more than rough
navigation in those specific areas, or if alternate differential methods
should be used for high-precision positioning around the anomalies.
And, unless the anomalies were mapped precisely, any compassbased components (think of the multi-axis compasses in your
surveying gear that your tilt sensors use to orient the offsets) would
not be reliable.
On the bright side for an MNSS, the barren and thin atmosphere,
beyond vicinity of anomalies, could make for very precise solutions.
Navigation satellite systems have been examined, but at these early
stages some of the existing satellites (about 14-15 known, with
about half a dozen active at any given time) provide a potential
source for using Doppler to navigate. A combination of optical feature
(landmark) recognition, ground-based beacons, and coarse Doppler
could provide the essential navigation until an MNSS is in place.
A satellite navigation and positioning system may be broadly viewed
as an essential for Mars, but there are (to date) no formal plans to
put one in place. Current exploration is by satellite and rovers and
current criteria can accept very coarse planetary positioning, but with
a rising need for much more precise relative (local) navigation. The
concept of using self-calibrating psuedolite arrays (SCPA) has been
f01mally explored by entities like Stanford University’s Aerospace
Robotics Laboratory. Ground-based ranging signal systems, like
pseudolites (or pseudo-satellites), or timelock systems like Locata,
could easily provide the precision desired in the limited regions of
intensive mapping and exploration without the overhead (no pun
intended) of a full MNSS. Automated (optical) landmark recognition
and celestial observations would complement (and provide checks)
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for these local systems. Of course, the question becomes: how are
the pseudolites placed and their positions fixed? If the needs are
purely relative within a local region, the pseudolites can establish
their relative positions quite precisely, with the landmark and celestial
methods providing the coarse geodetic values for the pseudolites.
Once we got past the initial phases of broad but coarse planet-wide
mapping and topical (local and precise) mapping and navigation
(e.g. during subsequent mass colonization phases), there would then
be a compelling need for methods to reconcile very precise geodetic
values at any place on the planet. This later-phase, instant-precise
geodesy would be akin to what present-day GNSS and methods like
PPP (precise point positioning) provide on Ea1ih. At that time, “a
reographic” surveyors and geodesists would need to deploy methods
and technologies designed for the unique “ge-oddities” of Mars.
[Ed. A note about the prefix “ares”, as in areogeography and “areoid
“. “Ares” is the Greek god of war, or “mars” in Roman mythology. We
misspelled this in the print version of this article (thank you auto-fill).
The prefix “ares” or “areo” is often used in the same manner as
“geo” is used for earth matters.}

framework. For instance, the National Spatial Reference System
(NSRS) of the U.S. will become truly Earth-centered-Earth-fixed
(ECEF) around 2022 (like many other reference systems around
the world), and it should be expected that Mars geodesy will be
planet-centered-planetfixed (PCPF) as the references for ellipsoid,
geoid (areoid), xyz (Cartesian) coordinate systems, and geographic
systems (e.g. latitude/longitude) would all have a common origin.
In a way, Mars geodesy gets to avoid the many earth’s historical
geodetic systems and conventions and start off on a unified footing.
It should be no surprise that such geodetic references have already
been developed for Mars. There are some significant differences in
approach that might (on the surface) seem backwards, or otherwise
odd, in comparison to what we are used to on earth.
The Mars Geodesy/Cartography Working Group was formed in
1998. With participation from the USGS, NASA-JPL (Jet Propulsion
Laboratory), and NASA-GSFC (Goddard Spaceflight Center),
recommendations for geodetic constants have been published
and generally adhered to. The need for such constants arose from
inconsistencies in mapping products from disparate missions and
sources. At first consideration, it would appear to be quite simple
to establish planetary latitudes and longitudes, but Mars geodesy is
being defined from the outside looking in, as opposed to Earth, which
is historically from the inside looking out. With this fresh slate and
more global data available from the start, we can develop geodetic
conventions that would be better suited to the physical form of Mars
and serve broader needs.
The true shape of the Earth, especially its oblate form (thicker at
the equator due to Earth’s rotation), was not reconciled until the
mid-18th century when intrepid surveyors measured the length
of degrees of longitude in Ecuador and Lapland, respectively. All
geodetic development that followed, including the development of
ellipsoids all the way up to tracking systems for GNSS, benefitted
from what these ground-based measurements (mostly done with
calibrated wooden rods) revealed when compared to celestial
observations (done with Zenith circles).

New imagery from multiple orbiters reveals the stark beauty and diversity
of Martian geography (“areography” on Mars). Credit: NASA and JPL.

Geodesy, Time, and Planetocentricity
The Martian day (often referred to as a “Sol”) is about 40 minutes
longer than Earth’s. Proposals for time-keeping on Mars have ranged
from a type of metric time to the more commonly adapted approach
of using clocks with slightly longer time increments stretched into
convenient 24-60-60 units. While the time contrast would not
dramatically alter surveying and geodesy because developed
constants would be applied in software seamlessly (do not let
present “ leap second” woes on Earth taint that notion), by the time
we are seriously exploring Mars such problems should be perfected.
Mars has a similar polar tilt to Earth (25.19° to Earth’s 23°) so it has
seasons, although those could be called “cold,” “colder,” “coldest.”
Again, things like a longer year (1.88 Earth years) and the other
time differences mean only new constants to apply, but the orbital
eccentricities of Mars mean much more variability in the length of
a solar day. Precisely modeled (this should not preclude effective
MNSS use or prohibit precise celestial observation methods),
these would be essential in establishing any ground realization of a
geodetic framework.
If there is to be any MNSS, there would need to be well defined
global center-of-mass. As on Earth, this center would serve as the
ultimate “control point” fiducial to any global geodetic reference

At present, we have no baselines on Mars to compare to celestial
observations, but there are fairly well defined 3D representations of
the planet’s shape and topography. Satellite-based imagery, radar,
gravity data, and radar altimetry have yielded a rough-but workableshape for Mars. Best-fit
ellipsoids have been developed from Mars Orbiter Laser Altimetry
(MOLA), a key product of the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) spacecraft
that operated in orbit from 1997 to 2006.
The geographic reference system we are familiar with on Earth
is “planetographic”; Mars activities are leaning more towards
“planetocentric.” In 1971 the International Astronomical Union (IAU)
defined the two types of reference systems for planets, their moons,
and other bodies (e.g. asteroids). It would take more articles to
fully contrast the two systems, but, in short, geodetic modeling and
transformations (e.g. between reference ellipsoid, physical shape of
the planet, and geoid) do not fit each other for Mars quite as well as
those of Earth, so the planetocentric approach has advantages.
Firstly, it is right-handed, independent of the reference ellipsoid, and
is the same as the spherical coordinate system used for planetary
navigation and gravity modelling. It is also normal to the local ellipsoidnearly normal to true vertical. A planetographic approach has an
advantage in historical uses; even with simple analog instrumentation
a surveyor can, to a pretty good approximation, directly determine
geographic latitude. The latter was essential during the development
of geodetic methods over the centuries on earth, but fast forward
…continues on page 8
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many centuries to the (likely) very well modelled Mars and we
have ability to take advantage of a planetocentric approach. Many
Mars observation products and maps have been produced in ‘east’
(planetocentric), and others in ‘west’ (planetographic); others note
both. Whichever system will define how we survey on Mars going
forward-hard to tell-both will come with not insignificant challenges
for the science and mapping/surveying folks: translating data between
them, if two systems are perpetuated, for example.
Various prime meridians have been defined for Mars since the early
19th century. After the Mariner 9 mission mapped Mars (to about a
kilometer resolution, in 1972) the tiny, half kilometer diameter, Airy-0
crater was chosen as the longitude zero point. For most of the
subsequent mapping efforts this target was small enough. In 2001,
more detailed imagery of the tiny crater was taken; a more precise
reference point within chosen. The challenge of defining meter
resolution or smaller geodetic references for Mars (and observation
products) is that we do not have a welldefined set of physical
references that can be reconciled from the satellite imagery.

but feels the dust storn1 hazards get exaggerated. The atmosphere is
so thin that even high-speed winds do not have the force to tip over
rockets or flatten habitats. Dust, though, can be an impediment, can
obscure solar panels, and can get into delicate equipment.
Science fiction also tends to play up the radiation hazards on Mars.
The hazards are not negligible but are more of a concern for people
working on Mars than for equipment. Hamett says that the radiation
exposure is much the same as astronauts’ experience on the
International Space Station (ISS).
A caveat is that this has been true for the solar minimum and weak
solar maximum. Scientists are not sure about levels during a strong
solar maximum, as we do not have that data yet. Another issue is
duration. For a short stay, the ISS level radiation exposure may not
be an issue, but for colonization or two- to three-year stays, it may be
more of a problem.
“The Curiosity rover [landed in 2012 and still roving] is
the first one we sent with radiation sensors,” Harnett
said. “Interesting is that we typically send rovers to Mars
in [full} hibernation and wake them up when they get
there. But for Curiosity the radiation sensors were left
on throughout the entire transit iso they could measure
radiation en route in addition to on the ground.”
We do not anticipate that solar radiation will be much of a hazard, as
engineers for many decades have been designing to protect people
and equipment from radiation.
A larger issue than solar radiation, Harnett noted, is galactic cosmic
radiation coming from the rest of the galaxy.

West Longitude

Mars does not have a general global magnetic field like Earth. Instead, it has
strong but localized magnetic anomalies that influence the atmosphere and
signal propagation around the anomalies. Revised surveying solutions and
equipment would need to be designed for these conditions. Credit: NASA.

One could picture an array of multi-purpose reference stations; they
might be a combination of Ve1y Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI)
antennas (deriving alignment to distant radio sources like quasars,
as do such stations on ea1ih), plus automated zenith cameras for
celestial observations, and eventually MNSS receivers. These would
also serve as satellite tracking stations to derive clock and orbit data for
precise point positioning (PPP). Establish an array of these, especially
one at the prime meridian, with beacons, a zenith laser, and a visible
aerial target, and Martian geodesy could have its physical ties with
observation and navigation systems.

Relative Calm
Something that surveyors and geodesists must deal with on Earth that
would be far less of an issue on Mars is dynamic positions. Harnett
said that Mars has negligible plate tectonics, and that although it has
volcanoes we do not know just how long ago they may have been
active-they certainly are inactive now. But back to plate tectonics.
Harnett said there is negligible tidal effect from the gravitational pull
of Mars moons; a set survey marker will be in the same place for
a very long time. It might get a coating of dust, but it will be quite
geodetically stable. Harnett likes science in movies like The Martian

“Solar is energetic but not as energetic as the
galactic cosmic radiation. Higher energy, lower flux,
but higher energy that actually maximizes when the
sun is at a solar minimum: they are out of phase.“
But again, Harnett said that the technologies to protect equipment
from harmful radiation are pretty good already, and advances in using
lightweight materials like polyethylene will help. But the technology
for humans is still in development, particularly for during the transit
through space.
Caves and lava tubes are considered the best places to build
permanently: they are the1mally and structurally stable, naturally
shielded from radiation, and have the best potential access to
subterranean ice, which is also critical to colonization efforts. If
the science is con-ect, there are thousands of substantial deposits
of subterranean ice; NASA-JPL reports that one ice deposit holds
enough water to fill Lake Superior. Scientific teams (even some high
school science clubs) are combing through image1y looking for
cave/lava tube skylights, and as many as 2,000 potential sites have
been identified. The hunt for these caves and associated mapping
needs to utilize them could be a major factor in shaping roles and
activities for Martian surveyors.
Another potential hazard to working on Mars, Harnett said, are
the health effects of extended stays in low-gravity, which are not
completely understood. She explained that data from extended
astronaut stays on the ISS show that some effects tend to plateau
after a ce1iain period while other effects may not show up until
far into a mission. One effect is brain fluid pressure on the eyes:
astronauts report vision degradation. More research into these health
areas is essential.
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There are Mars environment challenges to hardware as well; the
very low atmospheric density also proves to be an engineering
conundrum for one mapping technology in particular: drones.

From various orbiter mission images, radar, and laser altimetry, Mars
has a wide variety of maps. Indeed, there are full-planet sets of
USGS quad maps. Raw areographic data has been made available
openly–GIS practitioners and cartographers have been creating their
own maps for decades. Mars may have full global image1y, but the
low-resolution comes with a lot of uncertainty in selecting sites for
landings, rover missions, and scientific study.
Misinterpretations of Mars image1y have resulted in amusing
repercussions. Typically, when Mars imagery and terrain models were
published for broad consumption, a vertical exaggeration was applied,
and people saw features that they imagined could only have been
constructed by intelligent beings. When higher resolution images
(without vertical exaggeration) were published, those notions burst.

The 1Kg Mars Helicopter Scout may launch with the M2020 mission and is
designed to provide advanced mapping to assist ground rover navigation

Drones and Bots
Mars has been frequently, and somewhat comprehensively, observed
from above for many decades. Different missions have filled in a
near-complete image set at 6m pixels or less. Orbiters, like the Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) launched in 2005, pack a variety of
sensors. One of the MRO’s multiple cameras is the High Resolution
Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE). It can provide stereo pairs
as tight as 0.25m. This is suited for detailed mapping of potential
landing sites or areas of interest for rovers to traverse, but not for
wide-area mapping. Up-close exploration is for rovers, but rovers are
painfully slow and difficult to control.
There is a significant resolution gap; the low-resolution global imagery
can show features like an outcrop of potential scientific interest, but
it’s not detailed enough for rover navigation and identifying specific
features to navigate to. They move slow and must react autonomously
as they try to follow preset paths. With signal delays between 14 and
24 minutes, “joy-sticking” guidance of rovers remotely from Earth is
completely impractical.
MiMi Aung, guidance and control section manager at JPL, is the chief
engineer for the Mars Helicopter Scout program. In her presentations
on the project, Aung gave the example of how the Curiosity rover
spent 340 Sols exploring the rim of the Victoria crater. With the little
drone she hopes to deploy with the M2020 mission, the same
ground could be covered in perhaps as little as 10 days.
With rotor span dimensions limited by the size of the rover that
deploys the drone, this first-of-itskind Mars drone can weigh only
1 Kg total. The small solar panel above this tissue-box-sized drone
may provide enough charge for only a three-minute flight per Sol.
From 40m up and with a 600m range, the drone could provide 3cm
pixel image1y; this would process into a full 3D model to improve
rover navigation. With larger rotors, solar panels, and eventually
other power-recharge sources like safe reactors, future drones will
fill a much-needed space between the satellite sensors and the
ponderously slow rovers.
Until humans are within variable radio range to “joy stick” operate
rovers, such bots need to operate with a high degree of autonomy.
Harnett and Aung noted that advanced autonomy technology is
currently used for landers and rovers. With elements of artificial
intelligence being developed in leaps and bounds, the prospect of
even more functions being performed by bots on Mars, by the
time humans set foot on the planet, may make moot many of the
assumptions about what activities will require hands-on personnel.

With the progression of newer orbiters comes better cameras, but
these are often unable to cover much territo1y. Observation time is
a limited resource that scientists need to lobby for. It is also difficult
to zero-in and orient the cameras to capture individual elements of
interest. Many of Mars’ secrets may remain hidden until manned
missions when a new breed of intrepid surveyors (in the broad sense
of the term) arrive.

Surveying Instrumentation
It goes without saying that any equipment used on Mars would be
highly engineered, not only the unique environmental conditions but
also to be reliable and have the very best in capabilities: no secondtier anything. Certainly, a tripod is a logical and stable mount for
portable sensors, cameras, and antennas, but other Mars’ surveying
equipment might not look like, or function like, anything we have
in our survey trucks today. Sensors that can articulate or at the very
least rotate from atop a tripod mount, or more likely a rover mount,
would most likely be remotely operated. And you would not likely
be standing behind some type of Martian total station sighting
through an eyepiece.
Presently, eyepieces on total stations are starting to disappear;
operation via onboard cameras viewed on tablets (or soon on headsup displays) is already happening. Instruments may continue the
trend of adding more sensors, scanners, cameras, perhaps light-fieldpicture (LPF) cameras, sonic, and more to total stations- or perhaps
a robotic arm that pulls out an appropriate sensor for each situation
and snaps it into place? As Harnett noted, they would have to be
free of small components that could not be operated by someone
wearing the gloves of a space suit. And they would also have to be
robust against very fine Martian dust. We could have a lot of fun
imagining such things.
There would be much more use of satellite, drone, and rover-based
sensors. The surface would be observed by multi-spectral cameras,
In SAR, radar, laser altimetry, and mobile mapping rovers that operate
autonomously. For fine detail work, the “Certified Areographic
Surveyor” (only the qualified may
wear the patch, of course)
might spend more time in the
habitat donning a VR headset
than outside.
If an MNSS constellat ion is
put in orbit, or some other
type of signal-based ranging
is deployed on the surface,
the receivers may become
minor components added to
multi-purpose devices.
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The dawn of the “software defined receiver” (SDR) is alreadyupon
us; nearly any high-performance processor can have software loaded
into it to perform as a high-precision GNSS (hence MNSS as well)
receiver. The only dedicated hardware needed for an SDR would be
a capable external antenna.
And like other elements of Mars equipment, the latest developments
in surveying hardware and software designs can be transmitted
from Earth and 3D printed as needed. It might not be too farfetched
to envision the day when all but the most specialized hardware
(or components that need raw materials not recoverable from
recycling or otherwise available locally) are simply 3D printed on
Mars as needed.
Will there be boundary work on Mars? If history shows us anything, it
is that if something of value is found, people will get territorial about
it and boundaries will be established. While it appears that Mars
colonization will take the form of consortiums of multiple countries
and perhaps publicprivate ventures, anything could happen in the
long term, and some form of “resource rushes” could ensue.
While today various treaties touch on ownership of property and
resource rights on planets, moons, and asteroids, the subject is still
very much in flux.
But say, for whatever reason, boundaries are needed on Mars. The
delineation methods would be able to take advantage of great
advances in technology and in highly developed cadasters. Even
without the uncertainty of disparate and incomplete historical land
records to deal with, we might still need the professional skills of
a surveyor in matters of land law and interpretation of evidence.
Short of that eventuality, and more common earlier in the
colonization of Mars, the surveyor may be more involved in another
essential role: construction.

Designs for structures and habitats to be reliable and safe in the
unique (and dangerous) environment of Mars will be examples of
extreme engineering. Components will mostly be preengineered,
likely 3D printed lattice works for strength and weight considerations,
and composed of exotic composites using as much local material (e.g.,
“regolith”: the dust and loose rock covering the surface) as possible.
Precise construction measurements and real-time metrology for BIM
will be the norm. Targets for laser, photogrammetric, and robotic
metrology sensors will be added to nearly every component to enable
robotic construction, and for essential structural integrity monitoring.
In considering the possibility of all of this proposed automation,
robotics, and remote sensing, realistically what need will there be for
surveyors? Easy. We will need experts to make sure those things work
and to verify they are working right. This might take a whole new type
of surveyor, willing to leap forward, way forward. To play with a quote
from the protagonist of The Martian, when faced with a seemingly
insurmountable challenge stranded alone on Mars,
“[surveyors may need to] science the sh** out of this.“

Wearing Multiple Hats (Helmets)
The “tyranny of the rocket equation” holds that only a tiny fraction of
a rocket can be payload- the majority needs to be fuel. Weight is at
a premium. Resources needed to put a human on Mars would be
tremendous. Until a colony could be self-sufficient in energy, water,
and food, every Kg of payload will be at a premium, as will every
crewmember. That a Mars explorer will need to perform multiple
roles is a given, and the extensive use of robotics makes the most
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sense for the same reason. Surveying functions might be a tiny
percentage of the duties of the early Mars mission pai1icipants. But
somebody will need to train them for those tasks.
But let’s imagine that safe (or isolated) nuclear reactors solve the
power needs, habitats are built in caves with access to plentiful ice,
food is grown in the habitats, and regolith is exploited for building
materials and for 3D printing of new and replacement tools and
hardware and even for fuel for return flights and further exploration.
At that point in the colonization of Mars, survival might be less the
prime mission, freeing up time for the work of fu11her exploiting
Mars resources, deeper science, and creating a stepping stone from
which to launch missions to other celestial bodies. There may, by then,
be more substantive needs for “non-robotic” surveying, but the role,
education, and skills needed may still constitute only one of many hats.
It is very likely that every Mars explorer will need to have a solid
foundation in geology, electronics, and at least emergency medical
training. Other highly desired qualifications would include chemistry,
engineering, and astrophysics. Surveyors historically have also been
mappers, explorers, naturalists, geologists, astronomers, and more,
so the idea of surveyor as a utility player is not new.

The term “surveying,” in the broader and historical sense, is recognized.
Only in the last century has the work of surveyors been dominated by
the rapid expansion of housing and real-property development, and
it has become- in the eyes of the public and many in the professionboundary-surveying centric. Maybe it is time to go back to the historical
roots of surveyors-as-explorers. Could the surveying profession carve
out a solid role in the potential future colonization of Mars?
If the profession were to sta1t serious examination of the possibilities,
we might establish a role. It might take groups of committed surveyors
who plan for a future they may not personally be able to participate
in, for a planet they may never see. But it always takes vast numbers
of people to support and make successful truly pioneering efforts.
Mars exploration sits out there waiting for the hand of surveyors,
possibly directly and definitely by extension. But only if we step up
and dream big.

The Mars Global Surveyor mission, by way of its name, gave a
nod to surveying, but not exactly in the sense of how present-day
practitioners use the term. When asked about the choice of the word
“surveyor” for the miss ion, Dr. Daniel McCleese, chief scientist at
NASA’s JPL, told us,
“The name ‘surveyor’ best matched the mapping
objectives of the mission. Other names, e.g. ‘explorer;’
were in use at the time. A subsequent mission, which also
had a mapping theme, was called ‘Observer.’”

Improved geoid (or “areoid” for Mars) models have been developed
recently using Doppler and range tracking of orbiter spacecraft. Credit: NASA

The polar ice caps of Mars are a potential resource for colonization;
they contain both water ice and frozen carbon dioxide (dry ice). Also,
there are massive subterranean ice deposits (one with enough water
to fill Lake Superior) in other regions of Mars that are more desirable
for exploration. Credit: NASA.
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Floor pavements in
Pompeii illustrate
surveying technology
Kiona N. Smith

L. Ferro, G. Magli, M. Osanna

Kiona is a freelance science
journalist at Ars Technica

Pompeii continues to reveal details
of ancient Roman life
Decorative pavements in the floor of a recently unearthed Roman
house in Pompeii offer a glimpse into the life and work of an
ancient land surveyor. The pavements depict a stylized drawing of
an ancient surveyor’s tool called a groma, along with a diagram
of a surveying technique and the plan of a construction project in
Pompeii. So far, they’re the only original Roman Illustrations of the
tools and techniques the Romans used to help build an empire
and its infrastructure.

The land surveyor’s house
Only a few metal fragments of a Roman groma exist today (also
recovered from Pompeii), and archaeologists have found only a
few images carved into surveyors’ tombstones. Otherwise, we
know the tool only from descriptions in medieval versions of
ancient Roman surveying manuals.
The newly unearthed pavements at Pompeii suggest that those
medieval copies were pretty close to the original ancient texts.
An image on the floor of the entrance hall is nearly identical to
illustrations in medieval copies of Roman texts, attributed to
Roman surveyor Hygius and famed architect Vitruvius.
Colored tiles laid into the crushed terracotta pavement depict a
circle with a square drawn inside. Lines divide the square into eight
equal sections. In Hygius’ and Vitruvius’ texts, the image illustrates
how to orient a building to one of the cardinal directions. On the
floor of the house, the image shows how the house is oriented

in relation to the four cardinal directions: one of the lines points
along the length of the house, which faces northeast. Meanwhile,
the corners of the square point north, south, east, and west.
The image would have immediately told Roman visitors who
owned the house and where he had earned the money to build
it. By modern standards, that’s an odd choice of welcome mat,
but wealthy Romans often decorated the floors and walls of their
homes with images of their professions. That’s why archaeologists
think the house may once have belonged to a land surveyor.

Tool of the trade
In a passage connecting the central atrium of the house to the
garden, archaeologists found two more decorative images worked
into the pavement. One seems to be the stylized image of a
groma. Ancient Roman land surveyors and architects would have
used a groma to divide farmland into carefully measured parcels
called centuriations, to plan developments in cities like Rome and
Pompeii, and to lay out the courses of aqueducts and roads.
For some reason, Hyglus and Vitrlvius didn’t include illustrations
of a groma in their texts, so modern scholars have to rely on their
descriptions and on fragments of a real groma found at Pompeii.
The instrument consisted of a set of crossed arms balanced at
the end of a horizontal pole so they could spin freely around the
center. Four weighted plumb lines hung from the ends of the
arms. A Roman land surveyor would line up two of the plumb
llnes on a distant point and then use the four arms of the groma
to calculate an angle in relation to that line.
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That seems to be what’s depicted in the pavement: a cross in a
circle, at the top of a long straight line. “The artist had the problem
of representing a three-dimensional object on a flat surface and
with a relatively crude means of expression but succeeded in
showing the fundamental fact,” wrote Massimo Osanna, director
of the Pompeii archaeological site, and his colleagues in a recent
pre-print paper. The rudimentary image might not scream
“groma!” on its own, but in the context of other images related to
surveying, it seems likely.

A person of unconventional taste
On the other side of the passage, an even more enigmatic design
decorates the pavement: a set of four parallel lines, bracketed on
two sides by an L-shape. According to Osanna and his colleagues,
it’s a 1 :300 scale schematic of an insulae, or apartment block,
constructed in Pompeii shortly before Vesuvius buried the city
in ash and pumice. The L-shape represents the intersection of
three of Pompeii’s most important roads: the Via Stabiana, the Via
dei’Abbondanza, and the Via Nola. The two lines of the L-shape
seem to be Nola and Abbondanza, while the central axis of the
house itself represents the Via Stabiana.

It’s tempting to draw the obvious conclusions: the owner of this
house was a surveyor or architect in the final days of Pompeii, and
he helped plan a major insulae development, which he was so
proud of that he had his floor paved with the blueprint. But so far
that’s only speculation.
What we can say, though, is that the owner of the house had
slightly unconventional taste. The pavement would have been a
slightly unusual decorating choice, even for Romans. This kind of
crushed terracotta pavement was usually decorated with simple,
repeating geometric patterns. In this case, except for the surveying
illustrations, the rest of the paved floor is blank.
Two other rooms contain a pair of mosaics portraying the mythical
hunter Orion and his transformation Into a constellation. The mosaics
were striking enough to earn the house the nickname “House of
Orion,” and they’re the only mosaic versions of the myth archaeologists
have found so far.
But even the elaborate mosaics may be a subtle nod to the
homeowner’s profession: because surveyors often needed to align
buildings with the rising or setting Sun, astronomy would have been
an Important part of a surveyor’s knowledge. Even the Romans had
a problem with bringing their work home.
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VALE – Peter Danson
Peter Danson lost his brave battle with Motor Neurone Disease
(MND) on the 13th January 2020.

Perhaps it was scouts and his love of the outdoors that lead him
to Surveying at RMIT.

His family and friends gathered at his beloved Merbein Cricket
Ground to celebrate being part of his remarkable life.

He graduated and commenced articles in Ballarat in 1977 with
Leo McMahon. The late 70’s credit squeeze briefly curtailed his
surveying career and after completing a DipEd Peter took up a
position as a maths and science teacher at Mildura Tech in 1980.

Peter was born in Swan Hill in 1956, he lived his early life in
several country towns before his family moved to Melbourne
where he attended primary and secondary school and then RMIT.
His mother described him as a well behaved, placid, conscientious
kid who was very caring and responsible.
Peter’s life included scouts and spending wintry Saturday
afternoons at Windy Hill. His passion for the Bombers and his
knowledge and love of all sport was remarkable. His sister, Helen,
recalls Peter playing and watching sport to the extreme, always
in control of the remote, something he maintained throughout
his life.
He became a Queen Scout, attending the 9th Australian Jamboree
as a group leader, winning a merit award and learning the
difference between huntsman and funnel web spiders in NSW.

He quickly became involved in local sport with the Imperials
Football Club and the South Merbein Cricket Club.
The walls of the cricket club reveal not only his outstanding talent,
but his commitment to be involved deeply in this club and many
other positions he held in public life in Mildura.
In the early 80’s Peter’s life took flight, he met Gayle, got married,
gave up teaching, started a surveying business, bought a house,
started a family as well as winning the 1981 best and fairest
medal for Imperials and being voted the 1981/82 best cricket
player award in Sunraysia.
Peter became very involved in the Institution of Surveyors,
attending many meetings in Bendigo, organising local meetings
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and two regional conferences in Mildura. He also made regular
long trips to Sydney to attend NSW institution functions and
maintain his dual registration.
He maintained his interest and passion for doing the job properly
right to the end, working on files at home, making sure everything
was adjusted and closed correctly.
Like many surveyors, Peter noticed marks. He was always identifying
and photographing RM’s of all sorts all over the world, sending
them to Lisa, his daughter-in-law, who started reciprocating.
In 1989, Peter commenced another chapter, he joined Rotary
and then in 1991 was also elected to the Mildura City Council. He
was not just a member, he became involved: serving as Rotary
President three times and Assistant District Governor for three
years, he served twice as the Mayor of the City.
Peter’s son Andrew, who read the eulogy, recalled vividly his father’s
commitment to the family and local events. The organising of the
Mildura hot air ballooning championships, a trip to Japan for world
championships, annual holidays in Terrigal, kayaking trips, and
even helping prepare ballet costumes for his sister Philippa. Even
at the family annual holiday at Terrigal, Peter loved competition,
normally winning the “World Body Surfing Championships” for
which he was the organiser, judge and a competitor, much to the
hilarity of the family who waited eagerly each day for their scores.
Gayle and Peter travelled extensively, many trips that also included
cricket in London, South Africa and the West Indies. They made

countless trips to Melbourne and Adelaide to see his beloved
Bombers, and the Aussie cricketers.
Sadly, Peter’s remarkable life changed dramatically in 2018 when
he was diagnosed with MND. Faced with this horrible disease,
Peter resolved to continue doing the things he loved: spending
time with family, surveying, watching football and cricket. Even
though being quite ill, he went to the Ashes first test at Lord’s
in August last year. It was one last overseas trip, where he got to
spend time with the Australian cricket team. He then took a trip
down the Rhine, came home and went back to surveying.
Unfortunately, even Peter Danson, could not beat MND, he didn’t
survive but he refused to lose his love of life and all those who
shared it with him.
In his last months, Peter was lucky to see his daughter Philippa
married and delight in the birth of his second grand-daughter. The
wedding was organised in 34 days and his determination saw
him get out of his wheelchair to walk her the last few steps down
the aisle. The events were very special for him.
He is survived and greatly missed by his much loved wife Gayle,
son Andrew and wife Lisa, their two little daughters Georgie and
Margot along with his daughter Philippa and her husband Adam.
With appreciation and thanks to
Gayle Danson and Geoff Shaw MISVic
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From the archives – 50 years ago
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Curly’s Conundrum No.21
In the plan of an allotment ABCD shown below, sides AB and CD
are parallel, the angle D is twice that of angle B, and sides AD and
DC measure 100m and 75m respectively.
What is the area of the allotment ABCD?

Solution to Conundrum No.20
(Well, Curly has finally tripped himself up!) I am embarrassed!
A solution to Conundrum No 20 is beyond me.
The puzzle was published in The Australian Mind of the Year
Contest for 1989 and was one of the questions posed to the five
finalists. The answer, published the following week, was five (5)
square units.
PS: Please send me a solution as this problem has been driving
me crazy for years.

Solution included in edition #285, October 2012
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